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Librarianship in an era of flux
The 21st century has been defined by constant change, 
thereby challenging what libraries are, what librarians do, 
and why either exists.
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Rethinking foundations, not facades
One-shot initiatives miss the forest for the trees. Skilltype 
was developed in 2018 to rethink the way libraries and 
their staff identify and close skill gaps in a more 
continuous way.
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Step 1: Needs Assessment
What are the priority skills and competencies 
for our library?

Organizational 
needs



Step 2: Employee Profiling
What skills and interests do we have?

Individual 
skills



Individual 
skills

Organizational 
needs

Step 3: Talent Audit
Where are our skill gaps?

Where 
training 
should focus





The information profession is evolving
⚬ Collections are consolidating 
⚬ User expectations are changing
⚬ Organizations are collaborating
⚬ Data literacies are rapidly evolving 

Libraries offer more than information 
⚬ Connecting the community
⚬ Translating user needs into services
⚬ Curating collections tailored to specific audiences
⚬ Creating digital experiences for teaching, learning and research 

Expertise is a key differentiator for knowledge workers

Today’s Library Skills Landscape



Career development for information professionals 

• Technology continues to evolve the library

• Position descriptions are becoming more specialized and bespoke 

• Finding relevant training among countless offerings is burdensome

• Library managers often lack training or time to guide professionals’ growth

• Each skill’s “shelf life” is rapidly decreasing 

• Interim assignments and “other duties as needed” are a new normal due to retirements, 
attrition and lengthy hiring processes 



The Skilltype approach



Essential Skills

● Interpersonal communication
○ Giving and receiving feedback
○ Influencing, pitching, negotiating

● Cultivating relationships, building consensus
● Adaptability and resilience
● Situational awareness and self awareness
● Curiosity
● Environmental scanning and forecasting
● Data analysis

● Assessment 
● Seeking out data to inform decisions
● Awareness of cognitive bias 
● Problem framing and solution finding
● Translating across audiences and disciplines 
● Systems thinking
● Pedagogy, learning science, 
● User Experience
● Long life learning



Deep Dive: 
USC Upstate 



About USC Upstate Library

● 25 employees
● Single location undergoing expansion
● Members of PASCAL consortium
● Started as dean in June 2021
● Onboarded to Skilltype in February 2024



Problems we were seeking to address

● Feedback from SACSCOC for not having a 
professional development plan for library 
staff

● Staff and faculty desiring more 
engagement and opportunities

● Increased needs for skills in technology, 
technical services, scholarly 
communications, and marketing

● No real hierarchy in organization with over 
half of employees reporting to me

● Lack of bandwidth to inform and 
coordinate PD opportunities 



How Skilltype has helped solve them

● Skilltype addresses training gaps my 
employees have cited

● Everyone has equal access without 
requesting it explicitly - at your own pace

● We’ve created teams by function and unit, 
along with creating professional interests 
groups

● We can stay up to date with industry 
happenings on a variety of professional 
topics and initiatives such as Charleston 
Conference proceedings and Ithaka S+R 
reports



What’s next for us?

● Encourage staff to contribute their own 
training content

● Sign in with Microsoft 365
● Use Skilltype’s analytics and talent audit to 

understand our skill gaps
● Manage our skills collectively in the 

PASCAL consortial network on Skilltype
● Encourage staff to take further advantage 

of professional development 
opportunities

● Make Skilltype use part of employee’s 
annual evaluation
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